
How do I intellectually prepare for PSHCE?

❏ Have the slides ready on the board for when your students arrive to ensure a prompt 
start.

❏ Read through the slides before the session and email lisa.smith@forestgatecst.org  
with any questions / concerns.

❏ Think about the content of the sessions, decide how you are going to explain these 
ideas to your class.

❏ Check the speaker notes for any key questions or instructions for each task.
❏ If necessary, differentiate the content of the lesson to meet the needs of the pupils in 

your form, you know them best.
❏ Discuss with your TA (if they are in your lesson) about who they can best support in this 

session.



Challenge: Why are we thinking about this big question? 

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

Recall

Starter:

What do you already know about the Big Question?

How could drugs affect your life & health?

Keywords: 
Stimulants - Drugs which make you more energetic.
Depressants - Drugs which make you more relaxed.
Legal - Something which is permitted by the law.
Illegal - Something which is not permitted by the law.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


New Information

TASK: 
Watch the video in SLANT.
Then divide your page into two (as below) and fill it 
in with information from the video.

How do drugs affect people lives?

Challenge:
If drugs are illegal and we know they are bad for 
our health, why is there still such a problem with 
drugs in Britain?

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

Positive Negative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hgn7MJjMfkk


New Information

TASK: 
Watch the video in SLANT.
Continue to fill in the table with information from 
the video.

How do drugs affect people lives?

Challenge:
Why is the use of illegal drugs more common if 
you are poor or struggling with physical / mental 
health issues?

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

Positive Negative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2M1BvjJRQ0


Guided Practice

What is the link between mental health conditions and drugs?

TASK: 
Turn and talk.
Discuss the following 
with your partner:

● How do drugs 
impact on 
teenagers?

● What is the 
long-term 
impact of 
drugs on 
teenagers?

Challenge: How could 
we tackle this problem 
and help teenagers?

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


T6 Expressing an 
opinion

T7 Adding 
Information

In my point of view…
I believe…
It seems to me that…
It seems….
In my opinion…
As far as I can see…
As I see it…

Another example to 
support that idea is…
I also want to add…
I also think that…
To add…
In addition…

CLASS DISCUSSION
“If the government ensured people faced very harsh 

(strict) punishments for taking drugs, we would quickly 
solve the drug problem in the UK and improve people’s 

life & health.”

How far do you agree with this statement?

Take 3 minutes to prepare your notes before the 
discussion begins.

Challenge: 
Why do you think the government would not try this?
Are there other methods / ideas you have that are not 
focused on punishment?

SLOP

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Plenary

Question:
How much can drugs really 
affect my life & health?

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


Plenary

RAG the self reflection section for today’s big question

Key Topics Covered: RED Amber Green

I am aware of the facts about legal 
and illegal drugs, including the link 
between drug use and serious mental 
health conditions

PSHE focus: Drugs, 
mental health

How much can drugs really affect my life & health? Date

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY


See or speak to:
● Your Form Tutor.
● Your Head of Learning.
● Your SLT Link.
● Childline.
● NSPCC.

Want more support or information?



Your teacher can pass these onto Mr Waters 
(Assistant Headteacher - Student Experience).

Do you have any questions on this topic? 
Is there anything that you would like to comment on? 

Or that worries you?

Questions

Remember if you need someone to talk to someone please email: 
safeguarding@cumberlandcst.org or reportingit@cumberlandcst.org  

mailto:safeguarding@cumberlandcst.org
mailto:reportingit@cumberlandcst.org


Appreciation Shoutout!

#Attitudeofgratitude

I would like to give a shoutout to…

The reason I would like to give a 
shoutout to… is…

I appreciated this because...

E.G: I would like to give a shoutout to Omith. The reason I would like to give a 
shout out to Omith is for his excellent effort in cross country.  I appreciated 
this because it showed to me how much he cares about his education and 
shows how well he wants to do.

Remember, everyone has something to be 
thankful for no matter how small.


